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Entering the second half of the year, market participants find themselves facing many familiar
unknowns: whether the U.S. and global economies can maintain their muted pace of growth,
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the potential ramifications of a strong dollar, and the extent to which monetary policy can
influence the markets. The political landscape remains a source of apprehension, as investors
seek to understand the implications of Brexit and more broadly, global populist sentiment.
Yet investor appetite for risk assets has been on the upswing. In this environment, we believe:
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• Despite signs of deceleration, near-term global economic expansion should continue.
The pace is likely to be slow overall and uneven among countries.
• Even as U.S. equities have rallied to new highs, downside risk management remains
important given the political crosscurrents and macro environment.
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• Across asset classes, securities with higher quality attributes remain most attractive overall.
Growth is likely to outperform, with select opportunities in cyclicals.
• The global and U.S. economies are not facing imminent recession, but fiscal policy
decisions will be crucial in defining the way forward. It will be hard to break out of a
tepid-growth environment without policies and regulations that encourage entrepreneurship
and responsible risk taking.
• After years of aggressive monetary policy, central banks have limited room to
maneuver effectively.

FIGURE 1. GLOBAL ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE, 2Q16
Oil rallied over the quarter, due to geopolitics, companyspecific issues and lessening concerns about supply/demand
imbalances. Treasury bonds and gold performed strongly,
as the result of the Brexit referendum unleashed risk-off
sentiment. U.S. equities also advanced, despite a spate
of Brexit-borne anxiety, with investors quickly coming
to view the vote as political event, not a trigger for a
global financial crisis. Convertible securities demonstrated
resilience, outperforming the broad stock market, while
high yield bonds benefited as investors sought an
alternative to low global sovereign rates.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Source: Bloomberg.
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FIGURE 2. “SAFETY STOCKS” HAVE REACHED EXTREME VALUATIONS
LEUTHOLD 3000 LOW VOLATILITY INDEX - MEDIAN P/E ON TRAILING 12-MO. EPS
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Global and International Equities. As we noted, we are not
calling for a global recession, but do believe that risk management
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will be especially important in this environment. Although central
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banks remain committed to monetary policy as required, the
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efficacy of their actions has become increasingly uncertain. Global
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yield curves have become much more flat, if not inverted (Figure 3)
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and absolute yields continue to come down with negative yields for
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Japan and German 10-year sovereigns. Meanwhile, muted world
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trade points to lower global growth (Figure 4).

Source: The Leuthold Group.

U.S. Equities. Employment and manufacturing data, as well as

While Brexit is not shaping up to be the catalyst for a global

signs of wage growth, support our view that the U.S. economy can

financial crisis, we remain vigilant to a potential snowball effect of

continue expanding at a pace consistent with recent years, albeit at

populist sentiment. These include already-scheduled elections and

a lower rate historically seen at this point of the business cycle. The

referendums, as well as calls for exit referendums in a number of

direct impact of Brexit is likely to be contained and provided the dollar

other euro zone members. However, the results of Spain’s post-

doesn’t spike, the U.S. economy should be able to maintain its course.

Brexit election suggest that populist momentum may be less than

We share in the view that the Federal Reserve is likely to forestall any

markets originally anticipated following the Brexit result, while the

interest rate increases for the foreseeable future, given the potential

growing near-term economic concerns facing the UK may serve as

economic impact of Brexit and other related political uncertainties.

a further deterrent. Additionally, we may see increased openness
to compromises among euro zone members that give periphery

The stock market is likely to remain highly sensitive to economic

countries more latitude. While we are concerned that conversations

releases and announcements, as participants seek to make sense both

about the Italian banks haven’t gone particularly well, we are

of the data itself as well as how it is likely to influence Fed policy. As

optimistic that an acceptable solution can still be reached.

the next earnings announcement season commences, guidance is
likely to be cautious, especially for currency-sensitive companies. We

Our strategy in Europe has lately focused on companies with higher

are devoting particular focus to trends in capex spending, where the

quality attributes, such as strong balance sheets and good returns

impact of euro zone uncertainties is yet to be determined.

on invested capital. While we have pared exposure to the UK and
euro zone more broadly, we continue to identify opportunities in

Investors’ preference for cyclical stocks has faded in the wake of

both, including technology, consumer and health care companies

Brexit, with dividend-oriented stocks leading the rebound as investors

with well-recognized global brands and geographically diversified

seek income. However, we are concerned that many of these “safety

revenue streams. We’re more cautious on UK and euro zone

stocks” are trading at stretched valuations (Figure 2), without offering

companies that are more dependent on cyclical tailwinds to drive

the long-term growth characteristics we seek. Looking forward, we

earnings growth, and those that would be more vulnerable to

believe the combination of choppy global growth and lackluster yields

declining business and consumer confidence. We are maintaining

worldwide will lead investors to increasingly differentiate between

exposure to European financials, but are generally underweight

growth versus value. Conditions should support a sustained period of

in banks, instead preferring beneficiaries of a low interest rate

outperformance for U.S. growth stocks with quality attributes, albeit

environment, such as real estate names.

with opportunities for select cyclicals.
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In regard to Japan, economic surprises have been on the

FIGURE 3. FLATTENING YIELD CURVES, GLOBALLY

downtrend over recent months, and a strong yen is a headwind
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for an export-oriented economy. However, the potential for
further monetary policy could help support export industries and
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beneficiaries of reflation, and we are more likely to see the fiscal
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policy we believe is essential for sustainable growth.
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Since the mid-February low, we have become marginally more
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bullish on emerging markets (see a transcript of our recent
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webcast for more). Economies with lower-quality fundamentals
have continued to perform well, but we remain concerned about
the downside associated countries such as Russia and Brazil. We
are maintaining our emphasis on countries that are less tied to

Source: Macrobond

FIGURE 4. DECLINING WORLD TRADE
6 MONTH MOVING AVERAGE, % CHANGE Y/Y

commodity prices and those which are moving toward higher
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levels of economic freedoms. Prospects look relatively good in
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Indonesia and India, both of which have cut interest rates. We are

10

also watching the Philippines with great interest, as new leadership
looks set to continue with economic reforms. In regard to China,
we continue to believe the government has the tools and levers
it needs to prevent a hard landing in the near term. Our focus
in China remains on technology and consumption, areas that
we believe can benefit from the country’s transition to a more
balanced consumer-driven economy.
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We continue to find many opportunities within the technology
sector, where we have identified securities with attractive

Convertible Securities. During the quarter, convertibles outpaced

convertible structures, solid balance sheets, strong fundamentals

equity markets and we believe convertibles’ hybrid stock-bond

and favorable long-term secular growth prospects. Within the more

attributes remain compelling, given the equity market volatility we

yield-oriented section of the convertible universe, we have found

expect and our concerns about traditional fixed income securities,

opportunities in REITs and select convertible preferreds issued by

where sovereign bond yields are paltry to negative.

banks. We have been and expect to remain underweight cyclical
areas, such as industrials, energy and materials. Even in our global

We are maintaining our focus on convertibles with balanced risk/return

convertible portfolios, direct exposure to the UK and Europe has

attributes, seeking to use short-term volatility as an opportunity to add

been relatively low. We are closely evaluating that exposure as well

to our favorite positions. We remain selective within the higher equity

as U.S.-based positions with significant European exposure.

sensitive portion of the market, particularly on areas where we believe
there is a smaller margin of safety in underling equity valuations.

Although year-to-date global issuance of $38.0 billion is not as
strong as it was a year ago, it remains healthy, supported by an
uptick of activity in June. Of particular note, the quarter saw one of
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the largest convertible deals in history, issued by a Chinese internet

we continue to seek out attractive risk/reward opportunities,

company. Although emerging markets issuers represent a small

including rising stars—issuers that are positioned for an upgrade

portion of the convertible market today, we believe this recent

to investment grade status. (For more on our views, please see our

deal represents an exciting milestone in the evolution of the global

monthly high yield snapshot.)

convertible market.
Alternative Strategies. Volatility during the first half of the year
High Yield. Although market participants sold off “risk” assets in

affirmed the potential benefits of strategies that utilize complex

the two days following the Brexit vote, oil prices rallied back to close

volatility trades. For example, options-based strategies provided us

the quarter near $50, providing a continued tailwind to commodity-

with opportunities to capitalize on the conditions that the markets

related issuers. The high yield asset class was further supported by

gave us. Given our view of continued volatility, we believe the return

the significant decline in Treasury yields, which maintained their

profiles of select alternative approaches (such as market neutral

levels even with the late-month bounce in “risk” assets. The high

and covered call) may be compelling substitutes for traditional

yield market is now up over 15% since mid-February, which puts

fixed income investments, where risk/return profiles give pause.

2016 on pace to be the best year for the asset class since 2009.

Even though yields are low globally, interest rate risk exists in all
environments, which we believe supports the case for strategies

We expect limited fundamental impact on the U.S. high yield

structured to avoid duration risk. Elsewhere in the alternative

market as a result of Brexit, given that the majority of revenues for

spectrum, long/short approaches may further overall diversification,

issuers are generated in the U.S. With more than $4 trillion of euro

without the associated risks of the most duration sensitive bonds.

debt trading at negative yields, the high yield asset class still offers
attractive yields relative to other opportunities. Even so, increasing
default rates and deteriorating fundamentals should prompt added
vigilance to credit risk.

Conclusion
We’ve seen U.S. markets reach new highs over recent days and
believe there are continued opportunities for risk assets, globally.
Even so, investors should remain selective and prepared for volatility.

We believe security selection will be increasingly important during
the months to come. Investors have historically demanded a spread
above default losses well in excess of current levels, which may
temper high yield returns over the next year. In this environment,
we expect higher-quality, more fundamentally stable credits to
outperform, and we are positioned accordingly. Rather than

As we have observed in the past, periods of ebullience can give
way to brisker sell-offs when sentiment falters. Whether markets
are rising or falling, we encourage investors to let discipline, not
emotion, guide decisions. By collaborating and drawing on our
range of specialties, we believe our teams are well positioned to
identify opportunities and manage the risks in the global economy.

pursuing the highest income without regard to fundamentals,

Indexes are unmanaged, not available for direct investment and do not include fees and expenses. The U.S. Dollar Index
measures the value of the U.S. dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies, including Euro Area, Canada, Japan, United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Australia, and Sweden. The Russell 3000 Growth Index and Russell 3000 Value Index measure
U.S. growth and value equities, respectively. The Russell 2000 Index measures U.S. small cap stock performance. The S&P
500 Index is considered generally representative of the U.S. equity market. The MSCI All Country ex U.S. Index represents
the performance of global equities, excluding the U.S. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a measure of the performance
of emerging market equities. The BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. High Yield Index is an unmanaged index of U.S. high yield
debt securities. The BofA Merrill Lynch All U.S. Convertible Index (VXA0) is a measure of the U.S. convertible market.
The BofA Merrill Lynch G300 Index measures the performance of 300 global convertibles. Oil is represented by West
Texas Intermediate Cushing spot price. Quantitative easing refers to central bank bond buying activities. Earnings per
share (EPS) is a company’s profit divided by its number of common outstanding shares. Price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) is a
valuation ratio of a company’s current share price compared to its per-share earnings.
Alternative strategies entail additional risks and may not be suitable for all investors.
Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions
constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. The views and strategies described may not be suitable for
all investors. References to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not
intended to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations.
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